A cell-free system of Drosophila egg explants supporting native mitotic cycles.
Mitosis, in a broader sense, is an intracellular mechanical process that is fueled by chemical reactions and regulated by a complex protein interaction network. Research aimed at understanding mitosis in all these aspects is often limited to pharmaceutical treatment or genetic manipulation of single cells or entire tissues. These experimental models entail physical boundaries imposed by the cell membrane, making it extremely challenging to apply mechanical perturbations, or to introduce larger molecules such as peptides, proteins, or genetic transcripts in an acute and specific manner. Here, we present a cell-free experimental assay that is exploiting the properties of a large, multinucleated embryo cell. Drosophila, like almost all insects, initially develops as a syncytial embryo, the task of which is to replicate and distribute the genetic material quickly and regularly. We describe an experimental procedure that allows the isolation of nucleocytoplasm from single embryos that retains the developmental processes, most importantly the native mitotic progression of nuclei.